
Early years Foundation Stage

The Early Years Foundation Stage curriculum is divided into 3 prime and 4 specific
areas of learning. The prime areas are:

Personal, social and emotional development (PSED)
This area is divided into 3 areas : Self-Regulation, Managing Self and Building
Relationships

Our EYFS curriculum helps our reception children to develop a positive sense of themselves and
others allowing them to form positive relationships with their peers and adults in school and to
develop respect for others. Social skills are a focus and we work on enabling the children to manage
their feelings and understand how to follow our class Golden Rules by behaving appropriately. We
also encourage children to have confidence in their own abilities and carry on trying which links to
the school’s growth mindset focus of learning from our mistakes.

Children are given opportunities to develop in this area across the course of the school week. They
take part in Relationship and Health education sessions with Key Stage 1 allowing them to begin to
understand their feelings and show sensitivity to others. They take part in metacognition lessons
where activities link to this key area. Children regularly engage in role play during our Talk for
Writing sessions allowing them to deepen their understanding of story characters and develop
empathy. The children develop confidence from performing these oral activities to one another and
in front of parents and other visitors regularly. The children take part in fortnightly yoga sessions
focussing on self-regulation and showing sensitivity to each other. The Children engage in role play
using small world, costumes and our puppet theatre or stage during their free play time (continuous
provision) which allows them to develop their social skills in playing with their peers.

Communication and Language
This area is divided into Listening, Attention and Understanding and Speaking

We recognise the importance of developing children’s communication and language in their early
years at Maidwell as this helps them to access their learning throughout their school life. Our
reception setting is language rich with children emersed in phonics, reading and Talk for Writing
throughout the school day. Role play activities allow the children to develop their confidence and
skills in expressing themselves and they can listen and speak in a range of situations including with
the whole class. Book Talk sessions offer the children a chance to express their thoughts and ideas
about the books that are read to them. In both Talk for Writing and Book Talk sessions a ‘Never
Heard the Word Grid’ is developed with the children to extend their vocabulary. Reception children
work with a Talking Partner to encourage talking before sharing ideas and this helps them to
formulate sentences effectively before sharing with a bigger group. The children take part in whole
school assemblies allowing them to express their ideas and work with a wide range of peers. The
children listen to our whole class reader daily and also their own range of reception picture books
and non-fiction books which they enjoy talking about.



Physical Development

Gross Motor Skills
The reception children take part in weekly PE sessions with a qualified coach where they work on a
range of skills with the Key Stage 2 Children. They are provided with outside activities on the school
playground and the EYFS outside covered play area. They are provided with a range of resources to
develop their co-ordination, control and large movements. They learn how to negotiate space and
obstacles safely. They are encouraged to move in a range of ways including running, jumping,
hopping, skipping and climbing. The children have playtime with the rest of the school and are able to
access the climbing walls and other smaller playground equipment at this time. They have a
dedicated weekly session focussed on gross motor skills using equipment such as balance bikes and
obstacle course help develop these important areas.

Fine Motor Skills
The children are supported to develop an effective tripod pencil grip to allow them to progress with
their handwriting. They are also encouraged to work on using a range of tools including scissors and
paint brushes effectively. Fine motor skills are worked on through our ‘dough disco’, jigsaws,
threading, weaving and construction.

The 4 specific areas are:
Literacy
This is divided into:

Comprehension
Children take part in Book Talk sessions across the week to develop their comprehension of stories,
poems and non-fiction texts. A ‘Tell Me’ grid is used to help extend their ideas and they are able to
talk about their likes and dislikes about the book and make predictions or links to other stories. This
provides opportunities to review previous stories that have been read which are displayed in the
“Books we have Read’ board in the reception class area

Word Reading
We use the Read, Write Inc. systematic
Synthetic phonics scheme in reception and
Key Stage 1. All resources and reading books
are RWI branded to ensure fidelity to the
Scheme.

Read, Write Inc. phonics resources and 
Phonics Platform



The children also take part in a small group daily guided reading session using a phonetically matched
Read Write Inc. book from the phonics scheme. These sessions incorporate decoding the text,
answering comprehension questions and ‘red’ word practise (reading and writing). The children work
in small groups matched to their current phonics knowledge supported by an adult.

Read, Write Inc. phonetic 
Guided Reading Books

Read, Write Inc. Set 1 phonics sounds 

Reception children start to learn the Set 1 RWI phonics sounds at the start of the year. They learn to
sound out on their fingers and ‘press their sound buttons’. They then add these buttons to simple ‘cvc’
(consonant, vowel, consonant) words that they can write, e.g. c a t. each single sound has a dot
underneath to represent the single sounds and the children learn to blend them together to read the
word ‘cat’. The children are taught to say the ‘pure’ sounds which helps them progress quickly in
blending to read the words. They move on to digraphs such as ‘ch’, ‘qu, ‘ng and ’nl’ at the end of Set 1
– these are called special friends as the children learn they are two letters working together to make
one sound. These have a dash underneath each sound. Set 1 and 2 sounds are reviewed to ensure
they are embedded.

Alongside this reception children have a weekly ‘red word’ session where they are introduced to the
non phonetic words in the RWI reading books. The children also work on making up an action and
image to help them to retain the red words in a similar way to Talk for Writing. They start on our RWI
purple ditty books as soon as they have learnt a few set 1 sounds and then progress through the
scheme. The home reading books match the guided reading books used in group sessions and match
the children’s current phonics ability. Parents are encouraged to work with their child to review their
phonics sounds via the weekly homework challenge and Class Phonics Home Learning platform which
is introduced towards the end of Term 3.

Children receive Read, Write Inc. phonic Book Bag Books to read at 
home over the week. This allows books to be reread and phonic 
sounds consolidated. 



Writing
At Maidwell, we deliver our literacy through the Talk for Writing process as we are a Talk for Writing
Training school. Across the year we work on narrative stories, poems and simple non-fiction texts. The
process involves turning the oral story into a picture story map which the children learn to embed the
story structure and its grammatical features. They add actions to allow them to recite the story and
act it out. As the year progresses, these stories are made more challenging by adding more complex
language features. The children also develop their language by completing a Never Heard the Word
Grid of unknown words from the model text which has been written by the teacher to offer challenge.

Prior to the reception children starting school their parents are
asked at the induction days to provide details of a favourite fiction
and non- fiction picture book to be placed in the reception ‘Little
Library’. On entry, an adult shares these special books with the
children and a photograph of them sharing the book is taken. The
children explain why they enjoy the books and these photographs
and reasons are added in a speech bubble to act as a
recommendation for other reception children when the books are
shared. Each year these special books are kept and the new
reception children are able to share in the favourite choices of
children throughout the school.

Reception can access a wide range of Reception and Key Stage 1
‘Page Turner’ picture books during their continuous provision time.
They also take part in ‘Golden Book Time’ on a Friday afternoon at
the end of the day where they can share books with their peers.



The children take part in a range of oral activities to embed the story
including story circles, drama circles, role play telephone calls and
freeze framing. Every term, EYFS parents are invited into school to
watch a reception Talk for Writing literacy session in action. This
showcases how we teach and allows parents to see their children’s
progress in literacy first hand. The next step is to innovate the story
and the children come up with their own ideas to change the story
to create a new one based on the original structure. We work in
collaboration with a local artist who draws a flip chart size image of
the children’s new ideas. Post it notes using the children’s drawings
of the new characters are added to the original map and the children
work on retelling it together. Finally, the children have a go at writing
sentences from the story using their phonics knowledge and red
words. At the start of the year this is adult led but as the year
progresses they move on to writing independent sentences linked to
the stories. Adults model writing the sentences on a white board,
thinking out loud as they write and remind children to use fingers
spaces, capital letters, full stops and correct letter formation.

Story maps and big books help 
embed the story structure. Images 
produced by our visiting artist 
help the children to add 
description to their writing. 



Mathematics
This is divided into:

Number
The children work in small groups every day in maths using either White Rose Scheme Foundation
stage planning along with accompanying maths picture books or Numicon Firm Foundations. The
children are provided with opportunities to develop and improve their skills in counting,
understanding and using numbers, calculating and recording simple addition and subtraction
problems and to describe shapes, space and measures. The children work on gaining an
understanding of numbers to 10 including their composition. They also learn to subitise (recognise
a quantity without counting) up to 5. Number bonds are learnt and reviewed which help reception
children become ready for the Key Stage 1 maths curriculum when they move to Year 1.

Number System
Children work on gaining an understanding of the number system to 20 and are encouraged to
look for patterns. They work practically with a range of apparatus including Numicon shapes (giant
and small) cubes, counters, Lego bricks, double sided counters and peg boards to secure a deep
understanding of quantities to 10. Numicon shapes are designed to exploit three key strengths of
young children to help them understand number. These are the ability to learn by doing, learn by
seeing and to exploit their senses of pattern. The Numicon shapes are designed for children to
manipulate, observe and notice and explore patterns with them. They also work on one more
than and one less than. This practical work is recorded by photographing the children along with
recording written work such as number sentences later on the year. Children learn to identify odd
and even numbers which Numicon is particularly useful in embedding. Later on they look at
doubling numbers again by using apparatus to find out practically.

Maths resources in our EYFS 
environment 



Understanding the World
This is divided into:

Past and Present
We link many EYFS activities to the history lessons we are working on in Key Stage 1 which
allows the children to gain an understanding of history. They are encouraged to spot
similarities and differences between their own lives and those of people in the past through
talk, visitors and books.

People, Culture and Communities
The reception children join Key Stage 1 for their RE lessons and gain an understanding of
similarities and differences between different religions and cultural communities. The EYFS
book box allows them to explore this further with adult support.

The Natural World
The reception children often join Key Stage 1 for their science lessons where this is
appropriate including understanding materials through boat building or planting seeds to
find out about plants and flowers. They also have opportunities to explore on the school field
and take part in season investigations, bug huts and making a wormery.

Expressive Arts and Design

This is divided into:
Creating with Materials
The children are encouraged to explore and play with a wide range of media and materials
and to share their ideas with their peers. We focus on ensuring tools are used safely and plan
for a variety of materials and techniques to be used which allow the children to experiment
with colour, design, texture, form and function.
The reception children take part in our Class 1 Art or DT weeks which take place at the end of
the term which allows them to further develop their skills with adult support.

We make links between our Talk for Writing stories and encourage the children to make
masks and props to help them to retell the stories during their continuous provision time.

Being Imaginative and Expressive
The children are given opportunities to innovate their stories and invent new ones using
story baskets and other props. They also learn a wide range of well-known rhymes and songs
through following the Talk for Writing process of mapping and reciting. The children also take
part in our Class 1 Nativity performance at Christmas and the whole school summer
production.



Our EYFS curriculum is delivered through adult-led timetabled activities across the day and
continuous provision opportunities. This means children are developing their skills and
making progress in all of the 7 curriculum areas effectively. The benefits of the reception
children being in a mixed age class with Key Stage 1 children are:

• Consistency – the children are with the same staff for three years.
• The children follow the example of their older peers so behaviour expectations for

reception children are high and they rise to this challenge.
• Children are exposed to some of the Key Stage 1 topics and are able to review this

learning in Key Stage 1.
• They can learn from older peers during whole class discussions and assemblies.
• A smooth transition to the next year group with minimal disruption.

Each reception child has 
their own display board 
space to show off their 

creations and 
achievements. This 

allows them to reflect on 
their learning. 

Our EYFS stars allow 
children to share their 
achievements from home 
with their peers. These 
are shared with all of 
Class 1 and then are 
displayed on their 
personal display boards. 


